"Our 8 yr old daughter was excited to participate in the summer reading program, and became even more motivated as she earned free books. It significantly improved her reading speed and encouraged her to read daily. We feel like this really helped her prepare for 3rd grade. Thank you for an awesome summer reading program!"

"Summer Reading is a wonderful opportunity to come together as a family and experience something new. Whether new books, museum passes, or library programs, we always grow during the summer!"

1083 Families Surveyed

FEEDBACK FROM PARENTS & GUARDIANS

"The excitement that my child felt going to the library every week was infectious. We’re excited to continue this tradition. Thank you for the jumpstart!"

92% “I learned something by participating in this activity.”

92% “I am confident about using what I have learned.”

90% “I am likely to apply what I have learned.”

96% “I am more likely to participate in a similar library activity.”

95% I am more likely to use “other library services and resources.”

Summer Reading statistics using Beanstack and Traditional Logs

72,074 Registered Readers

106,419 Badges Completed

15,120,954 Minutes Read

798,781 Books Read

"Loved the App!!! The workbook was adorable! Excellent program!! Made such a difference in my child's summer! Thank You!!!"